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CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY  

CHALLENGE
1. No sales and marketing plan
2. No clear value proposition
3. No forecasting and sales team

SOLUTION
1. We conducted some market research to develop our value proposition
2. We created an integrated a list of key sales tools to help the sales process
3. We created a sales team and conduct a sales and marketing meeting to measure their
    effectiveness

RESULTS
1. Value proposition is strong and differentiates them in a competitive marketplace.
2. Our sales tools assist educate and deliver offers to assist the sales cycle
3. Our sales and marketing resources work together to nurture target prospects to customers

DELIVERABLES
Flyers, Webpage and Banners
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Option 02 – First Visit

They are no silly questions. You need to ask all 
the questions that a important to you. If we have 
got through everything else and you wish me to 
examine your breast at the first consultation we 
can do that otherwise there will be plenty of time 
for that later. We will also discuss the financial 
side of any proposed procedure.

After your first visit we normally suggest you let all that settle in your mind, talk to you important family members or friends and come back to 
see us again before you make any commitments. It is really important to us that you fully understand everything before you make any decision.

After your first contact we try to maximise the value 
you get from us. We like to share as much 
information as we can before your consultation day. 
We can email or post this information to you. 02
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Consultation Day. If your are not 
sure how you would like the consult 
to run this is the way I often find 
helpful, relaxing and the technique 
which maximises the value to you.

Please get back to us for any 
further information you might 
need in preparing to come and 
see us. Other resources.

There is no need for you to disrobe at any 
stage at your first visit. The first visit is about 
exchange of information and education. 

Next I will explain how the process of breast 
reduction would work I run through the whole 
process in detail. How you and I will decide 
which procedure is correct for you. What we would do before an 

procedure includes(tests, diet, 
planning childcare, information for 
time required off work). How the 
anesthetic doctor will call you 
beforehand and go through 
anesthetic details.

What will happen on the day of any 
procedure -  who will see you before the 
procedure, what I will need to do before you 
go to sleep, what it will be like when you 
wake up, whether you will decide to stay in 
hospital or go home the same day. I will 
describe the recovery process with you in 
detail and put it in the context of your life.

I will introduce myself and you can tell me 
the problems / symptoms your breasts are 
causing for you. I need to understand your 
concerns so I can suggest the most 
appropriate individualised advice.

I will run through your health history 
significant illnesses; previous surgery and 
anesthetics; family history; your breast health; 
allergies. I will run through your lifestyle 
requirements family demands and 
commitments; career demands; recreation 
/sport interests/goals which might impact 
what we plan to do and when we plan to do it.

What to expect on your first visit.
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